Coffee consumption is correlated with serum cholesterol in middle-aged Finnish men and women
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SUMMARY The association between coffee consumption and serum cholesterol was studied in a cross-sectional epidemiological study in Finland where the annual per capita consumption of coffee (13·0 kg) is the highest in the world. Coffee consumption was assessed by a questionnaire in a representative population sample of 4744 men and 4495 women aged 25 to 64 years. Serum total cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol concentrations were determined in fresh sera by the enzymatic method. Data on a large number of potential confounding variables were also collected. In the age group 25 to 44 years, the level of serum total cholesterol increased linearly with increasing coffee consumption in both sexes, but in people aged 45 to 64 the peak level of serum cholesterol was found in those who consumed 4 to 6 cups of coffee per day. In the analysis of covariance controlling for age, body mass index, intake of fat, sugar, and alcohol, smoking, physical activity, and fasting time, the mean level of serum cholesterol of men was lower (p < 0·001) in those who drank no coffee (5·9 mmol/l) than in those who drank 1 to 3 cups (6·1 mmol/l) or 4 or more cups (6·2 mmol/l) per day. In women, the corresponding mean serum cholesterol values were 5·8 mmol/l, 6·1 mmol/l, and 6·1 mmol/l (p < 0·05). Serum HDL-cholesterol levels did not vary significantly with coffee consumption. There was a slight inverse association between tea drinking and serum total cholesterol in men (p < 0·05) but not in women. Although our results suggest a positive association, the impact of coffee drinking on serum cholesterol seems to be minimal. The results also indicate that the possible mechanisms do not include caffeine.

The possible association between coffee drinking and serum cholesterol level has aroused much interest during recent years. Several cross-sectional studies have reported a positive association between coffee consumption and serum cholesterol1–5 but there are also studies that showed no association.6–9 In some studies the association has been found only in women,10–13 in smokers,14 or in young people.15 There was a negative correlation between the consumption of tea and serum cholesterol in one study.16 According to trade statistics, the average annual consumption of coffee per capita in Finland was 13·0 kg in 1979–83 (corresponding to 5 to 6 cups per day) which is the highest in the world.17 Serum cholesterol levels in Finland are higher than in most other populations in the world, and the mortality from cardiovascular diseases is one of the highest.18 Therefore we considered it important to analyse the associations between coffee consumption and serum cholesterol concentration in this particular population using available data from a recent population study.

Material and methods

A large population survey was carried out in eastern and south-western Finland in the spring of 1982. This survey served both as the 10 year follow-up survey of the North Karelia project18 and as the baseline survey of the FINMONICA project monitoring various cardiovascular risk factors. A random sample of the age group 25 to 64 years was drawn in three areas (North Karelia county and Kuopio county in eastern Finland and the Turku-Loimaa area in south-western Finland) stratified for sex and each 10 year age group.
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Data on physical activity at work and during leisure time were collected by precoded, standardised questions which gave scores from 1 to 4 separately for both components of physical activity.2 These two variables were then combined to form a score which varied between 0 and 6 where the higher values indicated the most strenuous physical activity.

Serum cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol were determined from fresh sera by the CHOD-PAP enzymatic method (kit number 236691, Boehringer-Mannheim GmbH, FRG). HDL-cholesterol was measured after dextran sulphate-magnesium chloride precipitation22 in the Department of Biochemistry of the National Public Health Institute in Helsinki.

Statistical analyses of the data were done using the SPSS package. The Pearson product-moment correlation analysis and multiple regression analysis with the step up procedure were done in order to study the association of coffee and tea drinking with a large number of other parameters, putative confounding or modifying factors. From the regression analysis five variables that had the strongest correlation with serum total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol or HDL/total cholesterol ratio were entered as covariates in the analyses of covariance (ANCOVA).

Results
The average coffee consumption was higher in men than in women (table 1). This difference was seen in each 10 year age group, and coffee consumption varied only slightly with age. Also the proportion of heavy coffee drinkers (10 cups or more per day) was more than twice as high in men as in women. About 5% of both men and women did not drink coffee at all.

The product moment correlation coefficients of coffee consumption with other selected variables are shown in table 2. Smoking had the strongest and intake of saturated fats the second strongest (positive) association with coffee drinking. Findings in this

Table 1 Coffee drinking habits among middle-aged Finnish men and women by age (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group (yr)</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group (yr)</th>
<th>Cups of coffee per day</th>
<th>Mean + SD (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>1-3 4-6 7-9 &gt;10</td>
<td>(1123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>1-3 4-6 7-9 &gt;10</td>
<td>(1186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>1-3 4-6 7-9 &gt;10</td>
<td>(1135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>1-3 4-6 7-9 &gt;10</td>
<td>(1090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1-3 4-6 7-9 &gt;10</td>
<td>(4534)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of subjects in parentheses

This procedure was based on the protocol of the international MONICA project initiated by the World Health Organization.19 The participation rate was 80% in North Karelia, 83% in Kuopio, and 84% in south-western Finland. The total number of participants was 9347.

The survey included a questionnaire mailed to the subjects and returned to the screening site, and a fasting venous blood sample for determination of serum cholesterol concentration. The questionnaire included the question: "How many cups of coffee or tea do you usually drink daily?"

A qualitative intake score of saturated fat was calculated based on the following: use of cream in coffee, type of fat used in cooking, type of fat used in baking, type and amount of fat used on bread, eating visible pork fat, and type and amount of milk used daily. The maximum value of this index was 13.20

The amount of smoking was defined as the number of cigarettes, cigars, and pipefuls of tobacco smoked per day. Alcohol consumption was assessed by asking subjects the amount of spirits, wine, and beer that they had consumed during the week prior to the survey, and was subsequently transformed into weekly consumption of ethanol.

All coefficients shown were significant at p<0.05 level
Coffee consumption is correlated with serum cholesterol in middle-aged Finnish men and women. The correlation between coffee drinking and serum cholesterol was positive but rather weak.

Table 3 presents the mean values of coffee drinking in different categories of smoking habits and of tea drinking. Those men and women who had never smoked had the lowest consumption of coffee, and ex-smokers had the second lowest. Both male and female smokers also consumed more coffee than the others.

Only 4% of those men and women who did not drink coffee did not drink tea either. About 10% of men and 8% of women consumed more than 3 cups of tea per day. About 20% of these did not drink coffee at all. Thus, the majority of the tea drinkers were also coffee drinkers.

The mean serum total cholesterol levels in both age groups of 25 to 44 and 45 to 64 years were lowest in those men and women who did not drink coffee at all (table 4). In the age group 25 to 44 years, in men and women, there was a linear increasing trend in the mean values of serum cholesterol with increasing amount of coffee consumed. In the older age group, 45 to 64 years, the peak level of serum cholesterol was found in those men and women who consumed 4 to 6 cups of coffee per day.

The mean serum cholesterol level adjusted for potential confounding factors in men was higher in those who consumed coffee compared to the coffee abstainers (table 5). This difference was essentially the same in men and in women. Men who consumed only 1 to 3 cups of coffee per day had a slightly lower serum cholesterol level than those who consumed more. However, the serum cholesterol level did not increase with increasing amount of coffee consumption beyond 4 cups per day in men. Among coffee drinking women, no correlation between serum cholesterol and daily consumption of coffee could be seen.

There was no association between coffee and HDL-cholesterol in either men or women. The ratio of HDL/total cholesterol was slightly though significantly higher in men and women who did not drink coffee at all compared to coffee drinkers. Controlling for the five possible confounding factors did not remove the statistical significance of the differences detected.

Tea drinkers had slightly lower serum cholesterol levels compared to those who did not drink tea at all (table 6). After adjusting for the covariates, including coffee drinking, this difference was not statistically significant. In men, we found the highest HDL-cholesterol level in those who drank more than 2 cups of tea per day, but in women the HDL-cholesterol was not associated with the amount of tea drinking. The ratio of HDL/total cholesterol was slightly but significantly higher in those men who consumed 3 or more cups of tea per day compared to the rest of the men.

Discussion

Our survey confirms that the Finns are heavy coffee drinkers. The proportion of people who did not drink coffee was very small, and the average daily consumption was much higher than in any other country. The most popular type of coffee consumed in Finland today is filtered coffee. The usual size of a coffee cup is about 150 ml and it is customary to make coffee relatively strong. Finnish men drink more coffee than women in all age groups between 25 and 64 years.
As expected, tea drinking correlated negatively with coffee drinking in our population. The overall level of tea drinking was relatively low, and the majority of tea drinkers consumed both tea and coffee.

According to our results, coffee consumption had a statistically significant but weak positive association with serum total cholesterol in both men and women. Thus coffee drinkers in general had higher serum cholesterol levels than non-drinkers. A similar finding has been reported recently by Kark and co-workers from Jerusalem in women, but the association was linear only in men. Some other studies have suggested a dose-relation in both sexes. The adjustment for possible confounding variables reduced this association but did not remove it. Contrary to the results from Tromsø, we did not find a linear association between these two variables. In the age group 25 to 44 years in our study, the crude mean values of serum cholesterol suggested a linear association. However, after controlling for the potential confounding factors no linear association was seen. Therefore, it is likely that the findings of studies suggesting a linear association were due to some confounding effects.

The conflicting results of the studies carried out so far raise several questions. Methodological problems are quite obvious. Only in five studies reported so far has the diet and especially the intake of fat been assessed and taken into account in the analyses. After proper adjustment for dietary factors the association between coffee consumption and serum cholesterol remained statistically significant only in women in the study by Mathias et al. and in both men and women in the study carried out in Jerusalem. The study of Williams et al. consisted only of middle-aged men and showed a significant association between serum cholesterol and coffee consumption after adjusting for several factors including diet.

In our study, the intake of saturated fats was measured in only a crude way as a score based mainly on qualitative questions. This limits the interpretation
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of the results. It is possible that a better adjustment for confounding dietary factors would have removed this weak association completely. It should also be noted that even if some association were left after proper adjustment for confounding dietary factors, the difference in actual serum cholesterol levels between coffee drinkers and abstainers would be very small indeed.

Another question raised by the Norwegian research group has been the brewing method used in making coffee. It was shown that more than 6 cups of traditionally brewed (boiled) but not filtered coffee raised serum cholesterol among healthy volunteers and men with hypercholesterolaemia. The type of coffee used in Finland is nowadays mostly filtered coffee but some rural communities still make brewed coffee. Unfortunately, the type of coffee was not ascertained in our survey. We have recently carried out a controlled trial, the results of which showed that it was brewed coffee that raised the serum cholesterol concentrations in hypercholesterolaemic patients.

Our present data did not allow us to get reliable estimates on the intake of caffeine. It has been suggested that the possible positive association between coffee consumption and serum cholesterol is not due to caffeine but to some other substance in coffee. In a recent study in the United States, detailed information was collected about the intake of caffeine in people with mild hypertension, but no correlation between caffeine and serum cholesterol was found. However, in that study coffee consumption and serum cholesterol were positively associated. A recent prospective study comparing the effects of coffee, tea and a caffeine-free beverage did not find any effect of caffeine on serum cholesterol concentration.

In conclusion, the results of this Finnish population study are in agreement with most studies from other countries in suggesting that there might be an association between coffee drinking and serum cholesterol concentration which cannot be fully explained by the confounding factors measured in the study. We are aware that the main dietary determinants for serum cholesterol are those related to fats and that fat consumption was not quantitatively registered in either our study or in most previous studies on this subject. The association, after adjusting for qualitative saturated fat intake score, was, however, rather small and with more precise information on fat intake the association might have been further reduced. Thus the impact of coffee drinking on serum cholesterol, if any, seems to be small. To prove a causal relation a firm hypothesis of pathophysiological mechanisms involved would also be required. The results so far indicate only that the possible mechanisms do not include caffeine.
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Corrections

On page 150, the two lines below formula (2) should read:

where \( \lambda = \text{average } (s^2)/\text{Var}(m') \), \( a_1 = \frac{k}{T} \sum (t_i-t)^2 \)

and \( a^2 = \frac{k}{T} \sum t_i^2/k \sum (t_i-t)^2 \).

Formula (3) should read

\[
\frac{\text{Var}(\theta)}{(a_1+a_2\theta)^2} \sim \frac{\text{Var}(\theta')}{(a_1+a_2\theta')^2} + \frac{2\lambda^2}{(1-\lambda a_2)^2} \left[ \frac{1}{f} + \frac{1}{f_1} \right]
\]

On the third line of the subsequent paragraph \( w' \) should be \( w' \).

In the right hand side of the appendix table under the headings ‘Adjusted regression coefficients’ \( \theta' \) should be \( \theta \).